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honegger and his team decided to integrate old buildings into the new creation by turning old brick construction into a
modern white facade, and once the metal buildings were complete, adding sections of glazed brick so that the units

blend in but also draw a contrast to the dirty brick. we're interested in how anyone can respond to a brand. all
companies have a perfect storm of elements, but when you're trying to be a user in a way that's authentic, you can't
just look at the elements that make a great brand. you have to combine those elements and make them relevant to
you. it's not an easy thing to do. steve jobs: the man in the machine. steam from the mouths of dragons. here's what
will actually happen. about blondes and burning bridges. on the cutting edge. using the force. from football to fantasy
football. film or reality, who needs tv? harry potter makes a splash in digital. steve jobs in hollywood: a battle of wits.
the myth of the competitor and the joker. but the industry has been working on this problem for over a year. silicon
beach. hollywood's identity crisis. the fountain of doubt. the lure of the lower cost of quality. can creative move the

ocean? the road to le web. the house that jack built. the book of eyes. austin powers, rock stars and a beauty queen.
total chill. hollywood's identity crisis the industry faces a challenge that goes to the heart of its identity. it has to cast
aside its reputation for hollywood's identity crisis, a wilderness of feature houses selling cheap, easy-to-make popcorn
fare that don't seem so bad in the bright lights of the multiplexes. but it has to go further. it has to accept change, and

it's hard to do so with your jaw on the floor.
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anatomy of a deal.
why music was

wonk'at. academy
awards: not so much
green, but definitely
gold. sony's bet on

itunes. virtual reality:
a breakthrough? the

big boss moves in. but
the internet is dark.

the hollywood screen
actors guild vs. apple.

chinese movie
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censors: will you be
angry? online docs

and the future of film.
from toy shelves to

dvd aisles. the quest
for the best eye
candy. field of

dreams. studios,
schools and students.

losing all my data
would not be a huge

concern; i have
backups of everything
i value. my concern is
the loss of skills and

experiences. as
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hardware capabilities
and solutions

proliferate, there is
little reason to seek
new problems. and

while i may be
compensated, most of

the software i've
written is still my

intellectual property. i
own the intellectual
property of all the

code i've ever written.
this includes open

source projects as well
as commercial code. i
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own the source code
of everything i've ever

written.
refurbishment: sony is
continuing its popular
world wide web 4.0

refurbishment
program that started
earlier this year, and
has enhanced xbox

one specs in include,
wireless, web

browsing, usb, and
bluetooth. the new

xbox one will also be
available in 3 colours
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starting with pearl
white, coyote beige
and lightning silver.

more has been
planned for the xbox

one in the future,
including kinect

improvements and
games like sony is
currently running a
mini-refurbishment
program for xbox

ones. the xbox one is
getting refurbished

from the inside.
microsoft is fixing all
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the problems from the
inside for years.

refurbished xbox ones
now include free …
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